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In 2010, the emerging markets equity benchmark was all about “ME” as materials and energy constituted 28% 
of MSCI’s Emerging Markets Equity Index. Today, however, they account for half of that, and IT and Consumer 
Discretionary have nearly doubled, growing from 19% in 2010 to 34% in 2020. 

In September of 2018, MSCI adjusted its sector classification standards, partially in response to the increasing 
integration of the internet into all aspects of our communication and business transactions. This change 
specifically reclassified e-commerce to include companies providing online marketplaces for consumer 
products and services in the Consumer Discretionary sector rather than their previous IT classification. Alibaba 
— the largest stock in the index and one of the largest internet-based companies in the world — serves as one 
example of a company reclassified under the 2018 standards. 

Emerging Markets have become less reliant on commodity prices over the past decade and we see this as 
a positive. Investors can benefit from the larger investment opportunity set which includes companies that 
are capitalizing on technology trends that played out in the U.S. throughout the 2010s and continue today, 
including e-commerce, online payment processing, and social platform businesses.

For more coverage on the Emerging Markets Index, reference our recent newsletter, The Changing Landscape 
in EM Equity.

EM: Less About “ME” and More About “IT” 
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Chart of the Week

Note: The Real Estate sector was added in 2016. Previously a large portion of these stocks were in the Financials sector.  
Source: Bloomberg

Over the past decade, Emerging Markets Index constitution has followed technology trends
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The sources of information used in this report are believed to be reliable. Marquette Associates, Inc. has not independently 

verified all of the information and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Opinions, estimates, projections and comments on 

financial market trends constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. This material is not financial advice 

nor an offer to purchase or sell any product. References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only and do not 

constitute recommendations. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

About Marquette Associates

Marquette Associates is an independent investment consulting firm that guides institutional investment programs with a 

focused client service approach and careful research. Marquette has served a single mission since 1986 – enable institutions 

to become more effective investment stewards. Marquette is a completely independent and 100% employee-owned 

consultancy founded with the sole purpose of advising institutions. 

For more information, please visit www.marquetteassociates.com.


